MINUTE DRAIN™
FAST WATER
REMOVAL SYSTEM
...walk out when
you're ready.

Fast Draining, No Waiting
The Minute Drain™ is a powered pump that evacuates water from our walk-in tubs faster than typical drains, which means you spend less time waiting. With Safety Tubs® Minute Drain™, you can walk out of the tub when you are ready.

Eight Times Faster
Designed to work together with the manual waste and overflow assembly, the Minute Drain™ is up to 8 times faster than conventional draining systems. And since this system ties into the manual waste and overflow and plugs directly into the wall (in the same way as the whirlpool pump), there is no additional plumbing required.

The Minute Drain™ is equipped with a pump, safety suction and on/off electronic control which allows you to activate the system with a touch of a button to quickly and completely drain your Safety Tub®.

Breakthrough Technology
Designed by our team of world class engineers, Safety Tubs® continues to revolutionize the industry with the introduction of this patent-pending design that significantly enhances the walk-in tub bathing experience.